Abstract-To facilitate cost-effective manufacturing of boronimplanted silicon solar cells as an alternative to BBr 3 diffusion, we performed a quantitative test of the gettering induced by solartypical boron-implants with the potential for low saturation current density emitters (<50 fA/cm 2 ). We show that depending on the contamination level and the gettering anneal chosen, such boronimplanted emitters can induce more than a 99.9% reduction in bulk iron point defect concentration. The iron point defect results as well as synchrotron-based nano-X-ray-fluorescence investigations of iron precipitates formed in the implanted layer imply that, with the chosen experimental parameters, iron precipitation is the dominant gettering mechanism, with segregation-based gettering playing a smaller role. We reproduce the measured iron point defect and precipitate distributions via kinetics modeling. First, we simulate the structural defect distribution created by the implantation process, and then we model these structural defects as heterogeneous precipitation sites for iron. Unlike previous theoretical work on gettering via boron-or phosphorus-implantation, our model is free of adjustable simulation parameters. The close agreement between the model and experimental results indicates that the model successfully captures the necessary physics to describe the H. S. Laine, V. Vähänissi, Z. Liu, K. Salo, and H. Savin are with the Department of Electronics and Nanoengineering, Aalto University, Espoo 02150, Finland (e-mail: hannu.laine@aalto.fi; ville.vahanissi@aalto.fi; zhengjun.liu@ aalto.fi; kristian.salo@aalto.fi; hele.savin@aalto.fi).
of most transition metals [1] , which are highly detrimental to minority charge carrier lifetime and limit device efficiency potential. Within the photovoltaics (PV) industry, there is a strong interest to switch from the dominant p-type substrates into ntype substrates, mostly due to longer minority carrier diffusion lengths in n-type substrates that can enable higher cell efficiencies [2] , [3] . Despite the longer diffusion lengths, defect-related bulk recombination still contributes to performance limits of high-efficiency n-type silicon solar cell architectures [4] [5] [6] . Optimal gettering strategies for boron-doped emitters are needed so that bulk lifetime can be maximized for the final cell.
Of the various boron doping methods, ion-implantation offers a unique compromise to achieve low emitter recombination and high-quality surface passivation, while enabling reasonable throughput and good process control, single-sided doping [7] , facile co-doping of phosphorus and boron [8] , and avoiding high near-surface concentrations and the boron rich layer (BRL) [9] , [10] . A significant fraction of the body of research on transition metal gettering in silicon revolves around iron, because its prevalence [11] , easy characterization [12] , [13] and relative similarity in diffusivity and solubility [14] to other transition metals make iron a "model" fast-diffusing transition metal. Previous research on iron gettering via boron doping has established that regardless of the doping method (implantation [15] [16] [17] [18] , solid-state diffusion [19] [20] [21] [22] , BBr 3 diffusion [23] [24] [25] , or epitaxy [26] [27] [28] ), negative boron atoms pair with positive interstitial iron atoms to induce a segregation of iron point defects toward the highly boron-doped layer. This segregation is most effective at low temperatures [17] , [28] (<400°C), when the diffusion length of dissolved iron and several other transition metal point defects is limited [13] , which limits its applicability in solar cell processing. Additionally, possible inactive boron [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and the BRL [24] seem to act as a precipitation site for iron point defects, which can greatly enhance the bulk iron point defect reduction. However, inactive boron and the BRL induce recombination and thus are preferably avoided in the manufacturing of high-efficiency solar cells [7] . It is also known that ion-implantation disturbs the silicon lattice generating silicon interstitials [29] . Upon high-temperature annealing, these interstitials can evolve into dislocation loops and other structural defects generally referred to as "implantation damage" [29] [30] [31] . Implantation damage has been used as a favorable precipitation site and thus an effective sink for iron point defects [15] , [16] , [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , but no studies have used boron-implant parameters typical to the solar cell industry (<20 keV energy, ∼10 15 cm −2 dose). Here, we systematically study iron gettering with low-energy PV-relevant boron implanted emitters using two controlled iron contamination levels. We identify precipitation of iron in the implanted layer microscopically via synchrotron-based X-rayfluorescence. To elucidate the dominant gettering mechanisms, we reproduce the experimental results via simulation. Previous theoretical studies on iron precipitation at either implanted boron or phosphorus layers, including by the authors, have "fit" their experimental results by using the precipitation site density and radius as free parameters [15] , [16] , [35] . Because different implantation parameters induce different implant damage distributions [29] [30] [31] , such free parameters limit the generalizability of the fitted results over different implant parameters and implant anneals. Here, we explicitly model the implantation damage distribution and its response to post-implant high-temperature processing and hence avoid using any free parameters in the simulations. The avoidance of free parameters facilitates predictive modeling of the residual iron distribution in the final solar cell, based on implantation parameters, iron contamination level, and thermal budget alone. Such models for phosphorus diffusion gettering [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] have accelerated cycles of learning in p-type silicon solar cells, which are the norm of the silicon solar cell industry today [2] . The validated model here for boron gettering can be applied in future n-type solar cell processing.
II. IRON GETTERING EXPERIMENTS AND QUANTIFICATION
We use polished, <100> oriented, 390 ± 10 μm thick, 3-5 Ωcm resistivity, 100 mm diameter, low-oxygen content (<10 ppma), electronic-grade p-type Cz-wafers. We use p-type substrates in order to easily characterize iron point defect concentration. Iron behaves similarly in n-and p-type substrates at relevant process temperatures, because silicon is largely intrinsic at temperatures above 400°C [43] , making our results descriptive of both p-and n-type substrates. Because the gettering efficiency of implanted emitters is known to heavily depend on iron contamination level [35] , [44] we use two different, controlled contamination levels. We intentionally contaminate [45] and the wafer surfaces oxidized by annealing the wafers at 1050°C for 45 min, which included 20 min of annealing in an oxidizing ambient. A previous study [46] with identical implant parameters on n-type substrates showed these implants to have an emitter saturation current density (j 0e ) potential below 50 fA/cm 2 , making them relevant for high-efficiency solar cell processing. To test gettering efficiency as a function of applied thermal budgets, the implant anneal was directly followed by a 4°C/min ramp down to a gettering anneal at 1) 750°C for 3.5 h, 2) 730°C for 4 h, 3) 700°C for 5.5 h, or 4) 620°C for 8 h. After the gettering anneals, the furnace ejects the wafers directly to room temperature, with an estimated cool-down rate of 4°C/s [47] . The gettering times are chosen to ensure a √ Dt interstitial iron diffusion length of at least twice the wafer thickness, facilitating significant changes in the iron distribution at the gettering temperature. Thick wafers are used here to ensure accurate measurements of the diffusion length via surface photovoltage (SPV). For thinner wafers, the dwell times can be shortened while maintaining similar gettering efficiencies. The gettering anneals, as well as other experimental parameters, are summarized in Fig. 1 .
Additionally, two kinds of reference wafers were made. First, to investigate possible internal gettering via iron precipitation in the wafer bulk during the gettering anneals, contaminated reference samples without any boron-implantation were included in the 750°C and 620°C gettering anneals. These samples showed no measurable changes in the bulk iron concentration (cf., Fig. 2 ), which suggests that all changes induced to the iron point defect concentration in the implanted samples are caused by the B-implantation process itself, and bulk precipitation or gettering via surface dielectrics [48] , [49] are not considered in the simulations of this study. When comparing these nonimplanted samples to previous gettering studies without an extrinsic gettering layer, it is important to note that here, there was no room temperature step between the high-temperature implant anneal and the gettering anneal, which would have likely promoted bulk precipitation [50] . Second, to investigate possible boron precipitation or additional boron diffusion during the lowtemperature anneals, boron-implanted, n-type reference wafers were included in the 750°C and 620°C gettering anneals and one was directly ramped down to 700°C after implant activation and pulled out of the furnace. The sheet resistances of these Fig. 2 . Experimental (solid bars) and simulated (hashed bars) gettering efficiencies for the gettering anneals in the lowly contaminated (blue bars) and highly contaminated (red bars) samples, along with their associated uncertainties. The iron solubility at the gettering temperature [54] , [55] is shown as a black dashed line and initial iron contamination level as white bars. The experimental point defect results were also discussed in [56] .
n-type reference wafers were all 55 Ω/sq. to within the measurement accuracy of the four-point probe used (∼5%), suggesting that the boron distribution is comparable in all the samples.
The iron point defect reduction during the gettering anneals was characterized with the SPV technique, similarly as described in [45] . The charge separation required for the SPV measurement is facilitated by corona charging the oxide on the nonimplanted side of the wafers with +640 nC/cm 2 . To quantify the precipitate size distribution formed within the implanted layer, synchrotron-based nano-X-ray fluorescence (Nano-XRF) was performed at the Advanced Photon Source beamline 2-ID-D with a beam spot size of 210 nm and beam energy of 10 or 13.6 keV. We used a fast 50 ms per-pixel dwell time facilitated by the recently developed fly-scan method [51] to collect a significantly larger statistical dataset than previously in a similar study investigating iron gettering with phosphorus implantation [35] . Other measurement conditions and data quantification procedures were identical to the previous study [35] .
III. PREDICTIVE GETTERING MODEL
To simulate both the residual bulk iron point defect concentration as well as the iron precipitate size distribution in the implanted layer, we use as inputs the implantation parameters, the time-temperature profile of the gettering anneal, and the iron contamination level. Our model contains the following three parts.
1) An implantation damage model, which describes the formation of silicon interstitials during ion-implantation and their evolution into dislocation loops during subsequent thermal processing [52] .
2) A heterogeneous iron precipitation model, which describes the nucleation and growth of iron precipitates at the implantation damage [53] .
3) A segregation model, which describes iron pairing with boron, which increases the solubility of iron in the heavily boron-doped layer, reducing bulk iron point defect concentration [28] .
The uncertainty of the simulated values is estimated by changing the iron solid solubility to lower or higher by a factor of 2, which corresponds to the scatter in the literature data of iron solubility [54] , [55] . Further details of the model are included in Appendix A. We stress that no simulation parameters have been fit to the experimental results. To elucidate the relative differences of the segregation-based gettering mechanism and the precipitation-based gettering mechanism, simulations are performed both with and without an active segregation-based gettering mechanism.
IV. RESULTS

A. Experimental and Simulated Bulk Iron Point Defect Concentrations
The experimental bulk iron point defect reductions (gettering efficiencies) induced by the different anneals show trends that can be expected from precipitation-based gettering (cf., Fig. 2 ). In the highly contaminated samples, the iron concentration decreases in each close to the solid solubility limit, C S , at the gettering temperature. As is expected in precipitationdominated gettering, the lowly contaminated samples exhibit a lower gettering efficiency because the supersaturation of iron is lower in these samples and hence the precipitation process is not as strong. The iron concentration in the lowly contaminated samples remains unchanged within measurement accuracy in the 730°C and 750°C samples, but is then reduced to approximately the solid solubility limit in the 620°C and 700°C samples. The fact that the iron concentration is never observed to be significantly below the solid solubility limit at the gettering temperature further suggests that precipitation is the dominant mechanism.
The simulated gettering efficiencies (with both segregationand precipitation-based gettering included) shown in Fig. 2 (hashed bars) exhibit similar values to the corresponding experimental ones (solid bars) within the measurement and simulation uncertainty. Furthermore, the simulated values show that, in certain cases, precipitation-based gettering is very predictable: Once a high enough supersaturation is reached, precipitation begins and then proceeds to the solid solubility at the gettering temperature. On the other hand, predicting the exact supersaturation needed can be difficult, as is shown by the large (1-1.5 orders of magnitude) uncertainty in the simulated final [Fe i ] concentration in the lowly contaminated 700°C and 730°C samples. In these samples, precipitation begins, but not strongly enough to necessarily proceed all the way to the solid solubility limit. In this regime, the final simulated bulk [Fe i ] value is particularly sensitive to uncertainty in the simulation parameters. For all other samples, the uncertainty is within a factor of 2, which is directly related to the experimental uncertainty in the iron solid solubility [54] , [55] . Overall, the fact that the simulated and measured [Fe i ] values agree to within uncertainty for all samples suggests that the essential physical processes are captured within the model, and the model can be used for predictive simulations with arbitrary implantation parameters, iron contamination levels, and thermal budgets.
B. Experimental and Simulated Iron Precipitate Size Distribution in the Implanted Layer
In addition to quantifying the bulk residual iron point defect concentration, it is important to know and compare the iron precipitate size distribution in the implanted layer. From a device perspective, large precipitates can shunt the pn-junction [57] [58] [59] and act as a source of point-defects at later stages of high-temperature processing [60] , [61] , exhibiting a sizedependent [62] dissolution rate. From a theoretical perspective, detecting precipitates and measuring the size distribution elucidates the dominant gettering mechanisms. To test the effect of different contamination level and gettering anneals, while also maximizing the productivity of limited-access synchrotron facilities, three samples were chosen for Nano-XRF measurements: the highly-and lowly contaminated 620°C samples and the highly contaminated 750°C sample. Fig. 3 shows the quantified Fe maps of the three measured samples with iron precipitates observed in each sample. Because the nonimplanted samples showed no detectable change in iron point defect concentration and previous work on P-implanted emitters detected iron within the implanted layer via SIMS Fig. 4 . Simulated ("sim.") and measured ("XRF") precipitate size distributions (blue and red bars, respectively) for the highly contaminated 750°C and the highly-and lowly contaminated 620°C samples. The dashed horizontal line describes the minimum detectable density, below which the precipitates are too sparse for a single precipitate to be detected within the mapped area. The size of each measured precipitate is listed separately in Table SI. [44], we can reasonably conclude that the Fe signal comes from within the implanted layer, implying that precipitation-based gettering is active. The measured samples reveal large (>1 μm in length), anisotropic, needle-like precipitates, similar to what has been observed previously in phosphorus-implanted, ironcontaminated samples [35] and on prebreakdown sites in multicrystalline silicon solar cells [57] . Fig. 4 presents the measured and simulated precipitate size distributions for all three samples. In the 750°C sample, the precipitates are distinctly larger than in the 620°C samples in both the simulations and experiments. This behavior is expected from iron precipitation. At 750°C, iron solubility is higher than at 620°C, which slows nucleation. Hence, the 620°C sample forms a larger number of precipitates. Even though a larger fraction of iron is gettered to the implanted layer in the 620°C sample, individual precipitates grow larger in the 750°C sample due to the lower density of precipitates in that sample. Similarly, the precipitates are, on average, smaller in the lowly contaminated 620°C sample than in the highly contaminated sample because the lowly contaminated sample contains less iron.
When examining the agreement between experimental and simulated size distributions, we note that distributions of the highly contaminated 750°C sample and lowly contaminated 620°C sample are consistent within measurement and simulation accuracy. The highly contaminated 620°C sample is an exception, with error bars not overlapping for three different sizes (bars), which suggest that other sources of uncertainty are present. These sources could be, for example, uncertainty in the measured precipitate sizes via XRF, which can be up to a factor of two [63] , or uncertainty in the simulated dislocation loop density, which can similarly be up to a factor of two. Across all samples, there is a tendency for the simulations to predict slightly larger precipitates at a slightly lower density than what is experimentally observed. This suggests that the physical precipitation site density is more likely to be lower, rather than higher, than the simulated value. . Simulated size distribution using the full model ("sim: seg. + prec.") as well as simulating only precipitation and excluding segregation ("sim: prec. only") compared with experimental ("XRF") values. The dashed horizontal line describes the minimum detectable density, below which the precipitates are too sparse for a single precipitate to be detected within the mapped area.
including both segregation-and precipitation-based gettering, as well as using only the precipitation model and omitting the segregation effect. The bulk [Fe i ] results for these two simulation approaches, as well as the experimental values are shown in Fig. 5 , and the size distributions are similarly shown in Fig. 6 . Overall, the most interesting feature of the simulation results is the fact that there is very little difference between the two modeling approaches. The fact that the relative effect of including or excluding the segregation effect is so small implies that precipitation is the dominant gettering mechanism under these experimental conditions, which is consistent with previous iron gettering simulations in silicon with high-energy (>100 keV) boron-implants with similar iron contamination levels as here [15] . Fig. 5 shows that despite the [Fe i ] concentrations varying at most by almost four orders of magnitude as a result of the gettering anneals, the results produced by the two simulation approaches are always to within a factor of two. This relative difference is comparable to, or smaller, than the uncertainty associated with the simulated or experimental results (cf., Fig. 2) .
The simulated precipitate size distributions exhibit similarly minor relative differences between the two models. Because the segregation effect leaves less iron to precipitate, including the segregation model tends to favor slightly smaller precipitate sizes. The experimentally observed precipitates tend to be smaller than the simulated precipitates, which could be an indication that segregation gettering is indeed active, albeit plays a smaller role.
Although precipitation-based gettering is dominant in our experimental setup, that is not generally always the case. The good agreement between our simulation and experiments in the high-iron regime provides validation of the precipitation parameters necessary for simulation. In Fig. 7 , we extend the simulations to show the residual bulk [Fe i ] values under different iron contamination levels for industrial 160 μm thick wafers assuming the same implant parameters (dose, energy, and high-temperature anneal) as experimentally studied here with a post-implantation 4°C/min ramp to 620°C followed by a) pullout at 620°C ("cool to 620°C"), b) 3 h anneal at 620°C ("3 h at 620°C") or c) 8 h anneal at 620°C ("8 h at 620°C"). Both segregation-and precipitation-based gettering are active in these simulations.
At low-to-moderate contamination levels ([Fe 0 ] < 10 13 cm −3 ), bulk [Fe i ] is reduced by approximately 50% due to segregation gettering. In this low-iron regime, the 3 or 8 h anneals at 620°C bring no additional benefit in gettering efficiency, because the 4°C/min ramp is slow enough to allow enough iron to diffuse to the emitter for the FeB-pairing reaction [28] to reach equilibrium.
At higher initial iron concentrations ([Fe 0 ] > 10 13 cm −3 ), the supersaturation required for precipitation to occur is reached, and precipitation-based gettering improves the gettering efficiency dramatically. The specific cut-off when precipitationbased gettering begins to dominate varies based on the implantation and gettering parameters chosen, but it is unlikely to occur under industrially relevant parameters for iron contamination levels below 10 12 cm −3 . For precipitation-based gettering, the precipitates need to nucleate and grow. For this reason, a subsequent anneal can be significant for reaching thermal equilibrium and enhancing gettering. With the 3 h anneal at 620°C, the simulated postgettering [Fe i ] comes close to the solid solubility of iron with [Fe 0 ] values above 3 × 10 13 cm −3 . In this regime, the postgettering [Fe i ] is low enough to enable >21% efficient architecture limit of n-type Passivated Emitter and Rear Cell (PERC) devices [64] . With 160 μm thick wafers, the additional gettering efficiency brought by the 8 h anneal compared is minor compared with the 3 h anneal. Although the 3 h anneal imposes a low-throughput for the process, the kinetics could be improved by increasing the ramp rate between the implantation and gettering anneals [35] . Additional gettering efficiency may also be gained at low contamination levels from iron point defects trapping to, rather than precipitating at, dislocations [65] .
Lastly, as an interesting area of future research, we highlight that the implantation defect profile, and thus the on-set off precipitation-based gettering, likely depends on the specific boron-implantation technique used. While the boron-implants of this study were performed with mass-analyzed beamline ionimplanter, promising work is ongoing to develop higher throughput ion-implant devices without mass-analysis [66] , [67] . Although the dislocation distribution may differ with these new ion-implant techniques, the end-to-end model from defect generation to impurity gettering presented here should still be valid.
VI. CONCLUSION
We performed a quantitative test of the gettering induced by PV-typical boron-implants under different gettering anneals toward facilitating cost-effective manufacturing of boronimplanted silicon solar cells. We measured the bulk iron point defect concentration via diffusion length measurements as well as the iron precipitate size distribution in the implanted layer via synchrotron-based Nano-XRF. We showed that iron precipitation in the implanted layer can effectively reduce the bulk iron point defect concentration by more than 99.9% depending on the gettering conditions. Additionally, we simulated the specific implantation damage distribution and modeled these defects as the heterogeneous precipitation sites available to iron point defects. The gettering model reproduced, to within the accuracy of the experiments and the model, the experimental bulk iron point defect concentrations in all samples and the precipitate size distributions in the implanted layer for two out of three measured samples.
Our physics-based implant gettering model can be used to quantify the expected gettering for a broad range of ion-implant parameters for both boron-and phosphorus-implantation. The model is expected to aide in the design of cost-efficient iron gettering strategies for both boron-and phosphorus-implanted silicon solar cells. In particular, the model can be used to evaluate tradeoffs between the higher efficiency achievable with improved gettering and an extended process duration. After accounting for the different diffusivity and solubility of different transition metals our model is likely to be generalizable to other common impurities, such as Cr, Ni, Cu, [68] [69] [70] [71] in silicon solar cell manufacturing.
APPENDIX A DETAILS OF GETTERING MODEL
The implantation damage model, described thoroughly in a previous report [52] , calculates the average areal dislocation loop density N L (in cm −2 ) and the mean loop radius r L , using the implantation parameters and the time-temperature profile as inputs. For the implantation parameters used in this study, the simulated loop density was 2.0 × 10 7 cm −2 and the average loop radius was 305.6 nm. The density and radius of the dislocation loops are then used as the density and capture radius, respectively, of precipitation sites for iron. The heterogeneous precipitation model is based on the Fokker-Planck equation and was first introduced in [53] , and is also discussed, for example, in [62] . It accounts for the growth of the precipitate capture radius, r(n) as a function of precipitate size [15] , [71] :
where n is the number of Fe atoms per precipitate.
The precise depth distribution of the implantation damage is unknown, but it is generally much closer to the surface than the junction depth [52] . As long as the areal density of dislocations is held constant, the dislocations can be distributed arbitrarily along the first 10-1000 nm of the wafer without changing the simulation results presented here. For comparison between the experimental and simulated size distribution, the precipitate size distribution is averaged over the full implantation damage region.
The simulation domain is one dimensional with iron initially in a dissolved state spread homogenously. No precipitation sites beyond the emitter are assumed anywhere else in the simulation domain. The precipitation model includes a lumped energy parameter E a , which accounts for changes in precipitate surface energy and matrix strain during precipitate growth [71] , and is not adjusted from previous work [35] . Iron solubility, C S , above 700°C is modeled as in [54] , and below 700°C as in [55] . The boron segregation model, on the other hand, describes positive interstitial iron atoms pairing with negative boron atoms [28] . The ratio of neutral and positive interstitial iron atoms is described by the Fermi level and the position of the iron donor level [72] . The ratio of paired and unpaired positive iron atoms are given by an equilibrium reaction [73] , [74] . The diffusivity of iron as a function of boron concentration is modeled as in [75] and the diffusivity of intrinsic silicon is taken as in [76] . The boron profile used in the simulations is measured by the electrochemical capacitance-voltage technique, and is reported in [46] .
APPENDIX B MEASURED PRECIPITATE SIZES
To facilitate accurate further analysis of our results, the quantified precipitate sizes are listed for each individual precipitate in Table SI. 
